100VAC~240VAC

EMI Filter & Rectifier

TM-PFC Power Stage

ACF Power Stage

MOSFET CSD17575Q3

Output Port

Amplifier LMC7111

PFC Controller UCC28056

Isolator ISO7710F

SR Driver UCC24612

PD Controller

TPD1E05U06

LDO LP2981AIM5

ACF Controller UCC28780

ATL431LI
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Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant the accuracy or completeness of this specification or any information contained therein. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant that the design will meet the specifications or be suitable for your application or for any particular purpose, or will operate in an implementation. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant that the design is production-worthy. You should complete validation and test your design implementation to confirm the system functionality for your application.
1. update L5 part number to 750344166;
2. update L1 partnumber to 7447018;
3. C79 change to 0805/0.1uF/250V;
4. Delete D28/D29/R110 for BO/SPB;
5. Change C79 to 33uF;
6. Change R97 to 51.1k and R99 to 121k;
7. Change R26 to 100k;
8. Change R84/R97/R99;
9. Change Lpfc/T1 part number;
10. Change C79 to 33nF;
11. Update L5 part number to 750344166.

Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant the accuracy or completeness of this specification or any information contained therein. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not assume any liability arising out of the application or use of any information or circuit contained in this document. Texas Instruments and/or its licensors do not warrant the design is production worthy. You should completely evaluate and test your design implementation to confirm the system functionality for your application.
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